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I just feel that the best audio version of the specific Cancel Artist: Daft punk Title: Around the World Album: Homework Standard Tuning written in 4/4 time tabbed for guitar These riffs can be played differently, but this way gives the sound a deeper tone.. This video has been edited by me for entertainment purposes only Materials used qualify for Fair Use in accordance with Digital Millennium Copyright Act.. *NOT the official music video Every shot is reversed (except for a short insert at ) Why? -out of love.. + --------------------------------------------------------------------- +| Ultimate Guitar Tabs Archive - your #1 source for tabs!|||||| Over 1,000,000 guitar,
guitar pro and bass tabs! Also lessons|| news and guitar forums!| + --------------------------------------------------------------------- + Artist: Daft punk Title: Around the World Album: Homework Standard Tuning written in 4/4 time tabbed for guitar These riffs can be played differently, but this way gives the sound a deeper tone.. 'Around the World' is a song by the French electronic music duo Daft Punk It appeared on the duo's debut album, Homework and was released as a single the same year.. Key Artist: Daft punk Title: Around the World Album: Homework Standard Tuning written in 4/4 time tabbed for guitar These riffs can be played differently, but this way
gives the sound a deeper tone.. It subsequently became a major club hit throughout the world and arrived Feb 25, 2012 Daft Punk - Around The World - I'm not the owner or do not claim any of the contents of the song.. See the original and reverse side by side: facebook page: see 'Around the World' with Buster Keaton on my other channel: see the original classic here: please visit: & COPYRIGHT DISCLAIMER: I do not own the audio/visual material in this video.. *all ads by 'WMG'
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